
EXTENDED ESSAY ENDNOTES

'Acknowledging the Work of Another Person' from IB Extended Essay Guide As footnotes and endnotes are not an
essential part of the extended essay.

Rigg, Diana, perf. In the past, students have sometimes attempted to evade word count limits by including
explanations, clarifications and additional thoughts in footnotes. Make the title clear and not verbose. Stay
away from topics from the last years as papers tend to be journalistic and narrative. Now this: It can be vital to
know who is behind the research, sometimes literally vital. If all elements are entered in the same order and
the same punctuation, then confusion is minimised. In practice, certain styles may prove most commonly used,
but schools are free to choose a style that is appropriate for the subject concerned and the language in which
students' work is written. Jonathan Kent. IB examiners are instructed to disregard such footnotes but to include
them in the word count. IB does not. Take, for instance, this paragraph: It can be vital to know who is behind
the research, sometimes literally vital. Clearly articulate the research question in both the abstract and
introduction. The second thought worth pursuing is a matter of style and readability and understanding. The
footnoted form loses no words and adds only anonymity to the quotation: It can be vital to know who is
behind the research, sometimes literally vital. Murnau, F. The latest edition, the 8th edition, makes no mention
of footnotes at all. But this is spelled out as one of the core principles of MLA8: Remember that there is often
more than one correct way to document a source p. That is 70 words not including the parenthetical 1 â€” in
most IB assessments, parenthetical citations are not included in the word count. Do footnotes really save
words in the word count? Effective closure in the conclusion needs to make note of new questions and
perspectives raised with a strong final statement pointing back to the research question. Documentation
Checklist Use this checklist from IB to make sure you've done a complete job of referencing all the sources in
your EE. Is the citation a direct link to the first word s of the reference? If the writer is required to use strict
MLA then correctness is an issue and deviation from strict MLA advice may be penalised. If there is no such
requirement, then correctness is not an issue, it is more important to be consistent and complete. Paul, Annie
Murphy. Many candidates think they should only include evidence that supports their thesis. Consistency
serves purposes, it is helpful.


